Using a modified quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer, a series of metal complex ions have been reacted with acetonitrile in the gas phase. Careful control of the coordination number and the type of coordinating functionality in diethylenetriamine-substituted ligands enable the effects of the coordination sphere on metal complex reactivity to be examined. The association reaction kinetics of acetonitrile with these pentacoordinate complexes are followed in order to obtain information about the starting complexes and the reaction dynamics. The kinetics and thermodynamics of acetonitrile addition to the metal complex ions are strongly affected by the chemical environment around the metal center such that significant differences in reactivity are observed for Co(II) and Cu(II) complexes with various coordination spheres. When thiophene, furan, or benzene moieties are present in the coordination sphere of the complex, addition of two acetonitrile molecules is readily observed. In contrast, ligands with better donors react mainly to add one acetonitrile molecule. Among the ligands with good donors, a clear trend in reactivity is observed in which complexes with nitrogen-containing ligands are the least reactive, sulfur-containing complexes are more reactive, and oxygen-containing complexes are the most reactive. In general, equilibrium and reaction rate constants seem to be consistent with the hard and soft acid and base (HSAB) principle. Interestingly, the presence of certain groups (e.g., pyridine and imidazole) in the coordination sphere clearly can change the acid character of the metal as seen by their effect on the binding properties of other functional groups in the same ligand. Finally, we conclude that because complexes with different coordination spheres react to noticeably different extents, ion-molecule (I-M) reactions may be potentially useful for obtaining coordination structure information for transition metal complexes. Along with collision-induced dissociation (CID), I-M reactions can also be tools that provide structural information in a mass spectrometric experiment [5] [6] [7] . I-M reactions are advantageous as structural probes for several reasons. They are highly selective, efficient, and fast. They are also relatively simple, and there are numerous possible combinations of ions and neutrals that can be analytically useful [7] [8] [9] . Finally, I-M reactions are inherently softer than CID methods, which require "heating up" ions to induce dissociation.
I n the gas phase, ion-neutral interactions are not affected by factors common to solution chemistry such as ion pairing, solvation, and inter-molecular interactions. Because of this, ion molecule (I-M) experiments can be used to study the intrinsic properties of charged species and their chemical reactions [1] [2] [3] [4] . Along with collision-induced dissociation (CID), I-M reactions can also be tools that provide structural information in a mass spectrometric experiment [5] [6] [7] . I-M reactions are advantageous as structural probes for several reasons. They are highly selective, efficient, and fast. They are also relatively simple, and there are numerous possible combinations of ions and neutrals that can be analytically useful [7] [8] [9] . Finally, I-M reactions are inherently softer than CID methods, which require "heating up" ions to induce dissociation.
CID of metal complexes has been studied by several investigators but mainly in order to determine the binding strengths of ligands to monovalent metals [10] . Studying the dissociation dynamics of metal complex ions from a structural elucidation standpoint, however, has received less attention. Brodbelt and co-workers have studied the dissociation patterns of polyether, crown ether, and polypyridyl complexes of singly- [11, 12] and doubly-charged transition metal ions [13, 14] . Details about the effect of ligand flexibility and metal type on dissociation pathways has been gathered from these studies. Additional work has also applied CID to other transition metal complexes [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . In general, these studies reveal that rearrangement reactions involving the loss of small neutrals from large ligands or the loss of intact ligands from multi-ligated metal ions are typical. Unfortunately, neither provides much in-sight into the coordination sphere since they often do not reveal whether the groups lost were coordinated to the metal or not.
Better evidence of the utility of CID to gather coordination structure information from metal complexes can be seen in the investigations of transition metalpeptide complexes [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . The main premise in these studies is that the metal ion induces dissociations adjacent to its binding site. In complexes containing cysteine and histidine, the preferred dissociation pathways are the ones along the peptide backbone adjacent to the coordinating side chain [29, 30, 32, 34] . The location of the other binding sites in histidine and cysteine-containing peptides, however, are more difficult to determine by CID. Tyrosine and phenylalanine residues are also observed to direct metal-complex dissociations, apparently through the interaction of the aromatic -system with the metal [31] . In metal-peptide complexes that do not contain strongly coordinating amino acids, CID results suggest that transition metals bind through deprotonated backbone amides [27, 28] . While in each of these cases correlations between gasphase binding and solution-phase binding of transition metal-peptide complexes can be inferred from the CID spectra, very little evidence has been presented to suggest coordination sphere structure can be determined a priori. At this point, elucidation of metalligand connectivity using CID alone seems to be limited ultimately by the inability to determine whether a fragment lost during CID was initially coordinated to the metal or not. Thus, another (or complementary) means of analyzing the ligation of metal complexes by mass spectrometry (MS) would be useful. Because of their inherent gentleness and other positive attributes, I-M reactions may effectively provide coordination structure information. In addition, I-M experiments could be used in conjunction with CID methods, affording a powerful combination for obtaining gas-phase structure.
Gas-phase I-M reactions of metal ions with small organic molecules have been extensively studied [35] [36] [37] . Research in this area has focused predominantly on the interactions of monovalent transition metals ions with small alkanes, alkenes, ethers, ammonia, and water because these systems are good models for understanding the fundamentals of catalytic processes [36, 38 -40] . Some research also has been extended to study the reactions of partially ligated monovalent metal ions [41] . Despite the tremendous insight into C™H and C™C bond activation gained from these studies, the significant majority of the gas-phase data comes from complexes in which the metal is in an oxidation state of ϩ1. The development of electrospray (ESI) and other ionization techniques [42, 43] , however, now allows the study of complexes with metals in higher oxidation states, which are usually more relevant to solutionphase metal chemistry. These techniques have enabled detailed studies of divalent metal solvation by water and a variety of other ligands [44 -49] as well as charge transfer processes in coordination complexes [50, 51] .
Techniques like ESI have also enabled recent I-M reaction studies of divalent metal-ligand complexes [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] . These studies reveal that metal-ligand complexes have unique reactivity that depends on their level of coordinative saturation, suggesting that I-M reactions may be able to provide useful structural information for metal complexes. In a couple of these studies, Vachet et al. observed that the coordination number of transition metal complexes could be established by "titrating" the complex with specific reagent ligands [54, 56] . The general idea is that complexes of first-row transition metals will be reactive to an extent that depends on their degree of coordinative unsaturation. In the gas-phase, first-row transition metal complexes with coordination numbers less than six react until they obtain a coordination number of six with the exception of Cu(II) complexes, which are resistant to the addition of a sixth ligand in the gas-phase because of the effects of Jahn-Teller distortion [54] . In this way, the coordination number of a metal complex can be determined from the increase in the m/z ratio of the monitored species after a reaction with a reagent ligand.
In the present work we expand on the idea that I-M reactions can provide structural information about a metal's coordination sphere by following the association reactions of acetonitrile with Co(II) and Cu(II) complexes of model ligands. Our premise is that the reactivity of gas-phase metal complex ions will depend on factors such as the metal's electronic structure, the ligand field around the metal, the complex's geometry, and the degree of coordinative unsaturation. I-M reactions should then be sensitive to differences in coordination structure such that they might be used to distinguish these variations and perhaps provide a means of structurally characterizing metal complexes. This work presents our initial studies in which we explore the effect of various ligand fields on the I-M reactivity of metal complexes. Ultimately, one of our goals is to develop a MS-based technique to structurally characterize metal complexes using I-M reactions.
Experimental
All experiments are carried out in a Bruker Esquire-LC quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer (Billerica, MA) modified to allow the introduction of reagent gases into the vacuum system. The helium inlet line on the Esquire-LC has been replaced by a three-valve leaking system. The addition of reagent gases and helium to the vacuum system is controlled by individual precision leak valves (MDC Vacuum Products Corp., Hayward, CA). Acetonitrile (99.5%, Aldrich) is placed in a small glass ampoule connected to one of the precision leak valves, and the air in the sample is evacuated by several freeze/pump/thaw cycles. Ammonia (99.99%, Matheson Tri-gas, Parsippany, NJ) is also introduced into the vacuum system via one of the precision leak valves and is used to calibrate the pressure in the mass spectrometer (vide infra).
A capacitance manometer (Kurt J. Lesker Co., Clairton, PA) is used to monitor the reagent gas and helium pressure in the valve system and is used as a reference to ensure reproducible introduction of the gas into the analyzer region. The pressure inside the ion trap is monitored using an ion gauge. In order for the pressure to be monitored as accurately as possible, the plastic electrode spacers provided with the Esquire were replaced by ceramic ones that were drilled with several holes. These holes permit a more even distribution of the introduced gases throughout the vacuum system and allow the ion gauge to be exposed to more of the gas load. Ceramic spacers are used because the plastic spacers provided by Bruker were found to outgas low molecular weight polymers that interfere with the I-M reactions of interest. The pressure provided by the ion gauge is calibrated using the known deprotonation reaction rates of the 13 ϩ , 12 ϩ , and 11 ϩ charge states of ubiquitin [57] . A correction factor is then used to obtain the true gas pressure from the ion gauge reading.
Ligand Synthesis
The ligands used in this study ( Figure 1 ) are generally prepared by reacting diethylenetriamine (DIEN) with aldehyde(s) containing the R and R' groups of interest, according to the well-known reaction that forms Schiff bases. The resulting Schiff bases are then reduced to generate the ligands of interest. All chemicals were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) and were used without further purification. H 2 (99.99%) was obtained from Merriam Graves (Springfield, MA). The conditions used in the syntheses can be divided into six general groups.
The first group consists of the following ligands: DIEN-(pyr) 2 , DIEN-(imi) 2 , DIEN-(phen) 2 , and DIEN-(fur) 2 . The syntheses of each of these ligands have been published previously [54, 58 -60] . These ligands are synthesized by mixing the appropriate aldehyde with DIEN at a 2:1 (aldehyde:DIEN) ratio in anhydrous methanol. This mixture is then reacted for 24 h in a Parr shaking hydrogenator under a 60 psi atmosphere of H 2 over Pd (10% Pd on carbon). DIEN is reacted with the following aldehydes: 2-pyridinecarboxaldehyde, 4(5)-imidazolecarboxaldehyde, benzaldehyde, and 2-furaldehyde, to produce DIEN-(pyr) 2 , DIEN-(imi) 2 , DIEN-(phen) 2 , and DIEN-(fur) 2 respectively. Because each of these ligands has been synthesized previously, the product is confirmed by simply electrospraying the reaction mixture and observing the relevant (M ϩ H) ϩ peak (DIEN-(pyr) 2 , m/z 286; DIEN-(imi) 2 , m/z 264; DIEN-(phen) 2 , m/z 284; DIEN-(fur) 2 , m/z 264).
The second group of ligands consists of DIEN-(thioether) 2 and DIEN-(thio) 2 . These ligands are made by reacting 3-(methylthio)propionaldehyde or 2-thiophenecarboxaldehyde with DIEN at a 2:1 ratio for 24 h in anhydrous methanol. The resulting Schiff base is then reduced using NaBH 4 . A full reducing equivalent of NaBH 4 is added dropwise for 1 h, and the reaction mixture is stirred continuously before being quenched with water after 12 h. The ligands are then extracted using dichloromethane, and the ligands are recovered as yellow oils after allowing the solvent to evaporate. Because anhydrous methanol is critical to the success of this reaction, a molecular sieve (Mallinckrodt Baker Inc., Paris, KY) is used to dry the methanol before these reactions. Both synthetic products are confirmed by electrospraying the reaction mixture and observing the relevant (M ϩ H) ϩ peak (DIEN-(thioether) 2 , m/z 280; DIEN-(thio) 2 , m/z 296). In addition, 1 2 .
The third group of ligands consists of DIEN-(thioether)(imi) and DIEN-(thioether)(pyr). These ligands are synthesized by first mixing 2-pyridinecarboxaldehyde or 4(5)-imidazolecarboxaldehyde with DIEN in anhydrous methanol at a 1:1 ratio. This mixture is then put in a Parr shaking hydrogenator for 24 h under a 60 psi atmosphere of H 2 over Pd (10% Pd on carbon). The resulting product is then reacted with 3-(methylthio)propionaldehyde at a 1:1 ratio for 24 h. The resulting Schiff base is reduced by a full reducing equivalent of NaBH 4 added dropwise for 1h and then stirred continuously before being quenched with water after 12 h. The final product is then extracted with dichloromethane, and the product is recovered as a yellow oil after allowing the solvent to evaporate. Both synthetic products are confirmed by electrospraying the reaction mixture and observing the relevant (M ϩ H) ϩ peak (DIEN-(thioether)(imi), m/z 272; DIEN-(thioether)(pyr), m/z 283). In addition, 1 The fifth group of ligands consists of DIEN-(THF) (pyr) and DIEN-(THF)(imi). These ligands are synthesized by first mixing 2-furaldehyde with DIEN in anhydrous methanol at a 1:1 ratio. The mixture is then put in a Parr shaking hydrogenator for 120 h under a 60 psi atmosphere of H 2 over Pd (10% Pd on carbon). The resulting product is then reacted with either 2-pyridinecarboxaldehyde or 4(5)-imidazolecarboxaldehyde at a 1:1 ratio in a Parr shaking hydrogenator for 24 h under a 60 psi atmosphere of H 2 over Pd (10% on carbon) to generate DIEN-(THF)-(pyr) and DIEN-(THF)-(imi), respectively. Both synthetic products are confirmed by electrospraying the reaction mixture and observing the relevant (M ϩ H) ϩ peak (DIEN-(THF)(pyr), m/z 279; DIEN-(THF)(imi), m/z 268). In addition, 1 H NMR was used to verify the successful synthesis of these new ligands, and the following results were obtained:
The sixth group consists of DIEN-(THF)(thioether). This ligand is made by first mixing 2-furaldehyde with DIEN in anhydrous methanol at a 1:1 ratio and then placing it in a Parr shaking hydrogenator for 120 h under a 60 psi atmosphere of H 2 over Pd (10% Pd on carbon). The resulting product is then mixed with 3-(methylthio)propionaldehyde at a 1:1 ratio and allowed to react for 24 h. After 24 h, NaBH 4 is added dropwise over 1 h to the resulting solution. The reduction with NaBH 4 then proceeds for 12 h before being quenched by water. The final ligand product is extracted with dichloromethane, and a yellow oil is recovered after allowing the solvent to evaporate. The synthetic product is confirmed by electrospraying the reaction mixture and observing the relevant (M ϩ H) ϩ peak (m/z 276). In addition, 1 
Metal Complex Analysis
100 M solutions of the complexes are prepared by mixing equimolar amounts of CoCl 2 or CuCl 2 solutions and the ligand of interest in methanol or water:methanol (1:1). The solutions are usually allowed to stand for at least a few hours for equilibration. Then, the sample is electrosprayed with a needle voltage of 4 -4.5 kV at a flow rate between 1.0 and 2.0 L/min. Typically, a capillary temperature of 150°C and a capillary exit offset voltage of 20 V are used.
The doubly-charged metal complex ions of interest are isolated and allowed to react with acetonitrile for different periods of time. Ion isolation and reaction times are controlled using the Esquire-LC software. The ion trap scan function provided by the Esquire-LC contains several fixed scan delays between ion isolation and acquisition that cannot be changed by the user. Consequently, the shortest reaction time available is around 10.5 ms. The vacuum system temperature was monitored and maintained at 300 Ϯ 1 K through all the experiments using a heating blanket. The pressure of acetonitrile in the analyzer region was kept at 3.2 Ϯ 0.3 ϫ 10 Ϫ7 torr and helium was used as a buffer gas with a pressure of 1.0 Ϯ 0.3 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 torr. Kinetic information is gathered by monitoring the intensities of the parent and product ions for up to 4000 ms reaction times. Rate constants for the addition of one or more acetonitrile molecules are obtained by fitting the experimental data to the solutions of a series of coupled differential equations. This is accomplished using the KinFit program written by the Dearden group [61] .
Results and Discussion
A typical mass spectrum obtained in these studies is shown in Figure 2 . Clearly, one acetonitrile readily adds to Co[DIEN-(pyr) 2 ] 2ϩ after 110.5 ms, which was expected given the coordination number (i.e., 5) of this complex, and this single addition of acetonitrile is the only reaction observed. All the ligands studied had 5 heteroatoms [except DIEN-(phen) 2 ] and were expected to coordinate the metal in a pentadentate fashion. The reactivity of the complexes of the 12 ligands studied, however, can be divided into two distinct groups. The first group consists of the ligands whose complexes reacted to add two acetonitrile molecules, and the second group consists of ligands that only added one acetonitrile to any significant extent. Thus, the following discussion will be divided into two parts. First, we will comment on the systems that add two acetonitrile molecules, and then we will discuss complexes that add one acetonitrile.
Metal Complexes that Add Two Acetonitriles
The complexes of three ligands are found to add predominantly two acetonitrile molecules in the gas phase: DIEN-(fur) 2 , DIEN-(thio) 2 and DIEN-(phen) 2 . Figure 3 shows examples of the kinetic plots that are obtained for the reactions of acetonitrile with Co[DIEN-(fur) 2 ] 2ϩ and Cu[DIEN-(fur) 2 ] 2ϩ . The plots in Figure 3 clearly show that the reaction proceeds by an initial addition of one acetonitrile molecule with the rapid disappearance of the parent ion complex. This step is followed by the addition of a second molecule and the establishment of equilibrium. The addition reactions of acetonitrile with the Co and Cu complexes of DIEN-(fur) 2 , DIEN-(thio) 2 , and DIEN-(phen) 2 ligands are best described by Eq 1.
Fitting the experimental data of the type shown in Figure 3 to the solutions of a series of coupled differential equations derived from Eq 1 allows rate constants for the addition reactions to be obtained ( Table 1 ). The addition of the first acetonitrile molecule to DIEN-(fur) 2 , DIEN-(thio) 2 , and DIEN-(phen) 2 complexes is observed to be a very fast process with rate constants in the range of 1.7 to 4.1 ϫ 10 Ϫ9 cm 3 molecule Ϫ1 s Ϫ1 . The reaction is then followed by a sharp decrease in the addition rate of the second acetonitrile which indicates that this reaction is sterically hindered and/or the binding of the second acetonitrile is intrinsically weaker (Table 1) . Weaker binding is certainly consistent with previous theoretical and experimental results of gasphase solvation of metal ions [46, 47, 62] . The DIEN-R-R' ligands and the first acetonitrile transfer a significant amount of charge density to the metal. The resulting metal™acetonitrile bond is thus weaker for the second acetonitrile as compared to the first. Also importantly, the presence of the DIEN-R-R' ligand and one acetonitrile ligand causes ligand-ligand repulsion with the second acetonitrile molecule.
Because the ligands examined here have five potential binding sites, we expected the formation of fivecoordinate complexes which, based on previous results [54, 56] , should add just a single acetonitrile molecule. This expectation, however, clearly is not observed. It seems that DIEN ligands with furan, benzene, and thiophene substituents are not very good ligands for divalent metals. We speculate that one of the furan, benzene, and thiophene groups is either being displaced by acetonitrile or it is not bound at all. Because the DIEN unit is the same in all the complexes used in this study, the presence of the aromatic groups likely explains the observed results.
Aromatic heterocycles are known to have different coordination properties than heteroatoms alone. Condensed-phase studies suggest that thiophene has several -bonding modes as well as a -bonding mode [ 1 (S)]. Gas-phase studies of heterocycle coordination to metal ions show that, by itself, thiophene prefers a -interaction to form ML or ML 2 complexes instead of heteroatom bound -bond interactions [63] . On the other hand in some cases, the 1 (S) binding mode to the metal center in solution can be induced by incorporating the thiophene unit into a multidentate ligand [64] . The 1 (S) binding mode, however, is generally fairly weak. In fact, it has been established that thiophene units in rigid macrocyclic ligands coordinate poorly or not at all in most transition metal complexes [65] [66] [67] . Molecular orbital calculations by Sargent et al. [68] involving sulfur-rich multidentate ligands designed to bind metals in a 1 (S) fashion, indicate that the magnitude and polarizability of the electronic density of sulfur's lone pairs determine the coordination strength of the ligand. Delocalization of the lone pair charge density through conjugation with adjacent -bonds decreases the Lewis basicity of the sulfur and makes thiophene a poor -bonding ligand. All these considerations suggest that if thiophene is -bonded in our complexes then it is not likely to be strongly coordinated to the Co or Cu, and very likely the thiophene can be displaced by acetonitrile.
Less is known, on the other hand, about the coordination properties of furan. Furan is not as likely to form -complexes as thiophene [69] , but -coordinated and 1 (O) furan complexes are known [70, 71] . To assess the prevalence of -bonding versus -bonding in the DIEN-(thio) 2 and DIEN-(fur) 2 complexes, a ligand containing two benzene substituents was also studied. 2 complexes in that they only add two acetonitrile molecules (data not shown). This result coupled with the similar reaction rate constants in Table 1 indicates that the reactivities of the complexes of all three ligands are fairly similar. This suggests that -bonding predominates in the DIEN-(thio) 2 and DIEN-(fur) 2 complexes because -bonding is the only mode possible in the DIEN-(phen) 2 complex. The prevalence of some -bonding in the DIEN-(thio) 2 and DIEN-(fur) 2 , however, cannot be ruled out with the data at hand.
As was mentioned above, the experimental rate constants for the addition of the first acetonitrile to each system are high. In the case of DIEN-(fur) 2 , DIEN-(thio) 2 , and DIEN-(phen) 2 complexes, addition of the first acetonitrile is completed during the first 500 ms of the reaction, leaving no trace of the parent ion. To gather some insight into the dynamics of this process, we have used the average dipole orientation (ADO) theory to calculate collision rate constants (k ADO ) [72] [73] [74] [75] . We calculate the ADO capture rate constants using the parametrization of ion/polar-molecule collision developed by Su and Chesnavich [76] . Table 2 lists the reaction efficiencies for the addition of the first acetonitrile. The reaction efficiency is obtained from the ratio of k 1 /k ADO . We find that the efficiencies of these association reactions are very high and occur at rates close to the collision rate. Co complexes are found to be always more reactive than Cu complexes. In fact, for DIEN-(thio) 2 , DIEN-(fur) 2 , and DIEN-(phen) 2 complexes of Co the reaction efficiencies are at least 100%. Such behavior has been previously noted for other ion types [77] and is attributed in part to an underestimation of collision rates as calculated by the ADO theory. In ADO theory the ion is considered a point charge, but this certainly does not best depict the metal complexes in this study.
All the association reactions examined in this work are three-body processes which involve formation of a long-lived intermediate complex followed by either collisional stabilization by a third body (He in our case) or spontaneous dissociation of the intermediate back to the reactants (Eq 2). Separate studies in which the helium pressure was varied were performed to confirm that these reactions do indeed occur via a three-body mechanism. In each case the reaction rate constants increase with an increased helium pressure.
Using the steady-state approximation the overall association rate constant (k 1 ) for the experimentally observed addition of R (acetonitrile in our case) can be determined (Eq 3):
Our experimental results show that the addition of the first acetonitrile does not seem to occur with the subsequent dissociation back to the reactants but rather continues with the rapid addition of a second acetonitrile. Furthermore, an equilibrium is established between the complex with one acetonitrile added and the complex with two acetonitriles added. The addition of the first acetonitrile (k 1 ) then likely occurs under conditions in which either the rate of collisional stabilization (k s [He]) of the excited intermediate is very high or the dissociation rate constant (k b ) of the excited intermediate is very low. In either case Eq 3 simplifies to Eq 4.
The reaction efficiencies in Table 2 reveal that the association of the first acetonitrile occurs at about the calculated collision rate for each of the DIEN-(fur) 2 , DIEN-(phen) 2 , and DIEN-(thio) 2 complexes, confirming our speculation about the relative magnitudes of k s and k b . This result says that the probability that a collision between the complexes and the first acetonitrile will lead to a long-lived excited intermediate is close to one for each of the complexes. Under conditions in which the acetonitrile adds so rapidly, the association rate constant for the addition of the first acetonitrile (k 1 ) should not contain much chemical information, at least for the Co(II) complexes, but should be simply a reflection of the collision rate constant, which is mainly governed by the electrostatic attraction of an ion to a neutral with a dipole. The addition of the second acetonitrile has a much lower rate constant, and thus the dynamics of its addition may provide some chemical information because k b will influence the observed reaction rate. The reaction rate constants (k 2 ) for the addition of the second acetonitrile should be indicative of any electronic "tuning" of the metal. Eqs 2 and 3 are identical for the addition of the second acetonitrile, and the inverse dependence of k 2 on k b means that the binding strength of the acetonitrile should be reflected in k 2 . The rate constant for the dissociation (k b ) of the excited intermediate can be described by RRKM theory, and a key parameter in the RRKM description is the strength of the interaction between the second acetonitrile and the complex. Thus, the rate constant, k 2 , should be related to the binding strength of acetonitrile and is indicative of metal "tuning". Because k 2 also reflects the magnitude of k a , which is related to the collision rate constant, a more accurate depiction of k b can be obtained by calculating the reaction efficiencies for the addition of the second acetonitrile ( Table 2 ). The reaction efficiencies take into account the differences in collision rate constants for each complex with acetonitrile, and thus more closely reflect the differences in k 2 that are caused by differences in k b . The equilibrium constant is also a good indicator of any chemical information because it directly relates to ⌬G of the reaction, and these values are listed in Table 3 . ⌬H, which is related to ⌬G assuming ⌬S is similar for all the reactions, is essentially the binding strength of the added ligand and should be affected as the ligands "tune" the electronic density around the metal.
The trend in reaction efficiencies (Table 2 ) and equilibrium constants (Table 3) is the following for Co: DIEN-(phen) 2 Ͼ DIEN-(fur) 2 Ͼ DIEN-(thio) 2 . For Cu the trend is slightly different: DIEN-(phen) 2 Ͼ DIEN-(fur) 2 Ϸ DIEN-(thio) 2 . These trends can be explained by considering the strength of the -interaction for each substituent. When included in a multidentate ligand such as DIEN-(phen) 2 , the phenyl substituent is not 2 21 Ϯ 5 1.2 Ϯ 0.1 a The equilibrium constant is obtained from the following eq: K ϭ k 2 /k 3 ; where k 2 and k 3 are found by plotting the experimental data to eq 1. b The fitting for the Co(DIEN-(phen) 2 ) 2ϩ complex failed to provide a non-negative value for k 3 , so the equilibrium constant was estimated from mass spectra taken under conditions in which the equilibrium was established.
completely free to arrange itself around the metal. The presence of a relatively strongly-binding amine group that is one carbon removed from the phenyl ring limits the ability of the phenyl to orient itself optimally around the metal for an 6 -binding geometry. So, even though previous experimental results show that benzene binds more strongly to transition metals such as Co ϩ and Fe ϩ than thiophene or furan [63, 69, 78, 79] , its inability to obtain an optimum orientation in our complexes causes it to ultimately bind less strongly to Co(II) and Cu(II), probably binding in an 2 fashion. The net result is that less electron density is donated to the metal by the phenyl group than by the thiophene or furan functional groups, and the reactivities of the DIEN-(phen) 2 complexes are consequently greater. Unlike the phenyl substituent where the density is delocalized over the entire ring, in furan and thiophene the density is more localized around the heteroatoms and two of the carbons in the ring. In the furan ring the density is localized around the oxygen and carbons 2 and 3 (C2 and C3), and in thiophene the density is localized around sulfur and carbons 1 and 4 (C1 and C4). In each case the increased localization of the electronic density occurs at sites that are more easily oriented around the metal. The similar reactivity of the DIEN-(fur) 2 and DIEN-(thio) 2 complexes further argues for interactions with the metal since the greater dipole moment of furan (0.66 D versus 0.55 D) would allow furan to have stronger interactions than thiophene, resulting in stronger binding to the metal and thus lower reactivity. We are unable to explain the relatively low equilibrium constant for the Co(DIEN)-(thio) 2 2ϩ complex relative to Co(DIEN)-(fur) 2 2ϩ , especially since the reaction efficiencies for these complexes are similar. Given the relative dipole moments of the furan and thiophene groups, however, this result further suggests that the thiophene and furan groups bind to the metal via interactions. 2ϩ with acetonitrile. The kinetic plots reveal that the reaction proceeds predominantly by the addition of one acetonitrile molecule, and an equilibrium is established after about 1000 ms. Even though the addition of a second acetonitrile is very small or in some cases does not occur in the reactions of these complexes, the kinetics data are fit by considering Eq 5. dinating groups or adds as an outer-sphere ligand by H-bonding with the ligand. At this point our data does not allow us to unambiguously distinguish between the two possibilities, but in either case the addition of the second acetonitrile is fairly insignificant and never exceeds 10% relative intensity for any of the complexes even after 4000 ms reaction times. In fact, for all cases the addition of the second acetonitrile is insignificant (Ͻ5%) at reaction times below 500 ms. In a previous study by Vachet et. al. [54] , the addition of a reagent ligand that exceeded 20% relative intensity after 100 ms was arbitrarily defined as a successful reaction. Thus, in those previous experiments, for example, 5-coordinate complexes were found to only add one pyridine molecule under the arbitrarily defined conditions. If this same threshold is extended to 150 ms, then acetonitrile, like pyridine, can act as a titration reagent to identify 5-coordinate complexes in the present context. Furthermore, the present results show that this idea of coordination number determination can be extended to complexes with ligands having coordinating heteroatoms other than nitrogen if the binding groups are good -donors. Table 4 lists the rate constants for the addition of one acetonitrile molecule to the Co(II) and Cu(II) complexes. In almost all cases for a given ligand, the rate constants for Co(II) complexes are higher than for Cu(II) complexes. The reasons for the differences in reactivity for each metal will not be discussed here but rather will be the subject of a future paper. Using ADO theory to calculate the collision rate constants of these ion-molecule processes, Table 4 also reports the reaction efficiency values (k 1 /k ADO ) for the various complexes that add one acetonitrile. A comparison of the reaction efficiencies in Table 4 with the ones in Table 2 clearly show that the addition of the first acetonitrile to these complexes is much less efficient and occurs at rates well below the collision rate. In fact, the highest reaction efficiency observed is only 20 Ϯ 4% [Co(DIEN-{THF} 2 ) 2ϩ ]. Reaction rates below the collision rate suggest that the dynamics of these reactions may contain some chemical information. The equilibrium constants (Table 5 ) for these reactions also contain some chemical information because they are indicative of the binding strength of acetonitrile and say something about the different degrees to which each ligand tunes Co and Cu. Of note in Table 5 is that, in general, the complexes with the highest equilibrium constants also had the highest standard deviations. The complexes with the highest equilibrium constants are also likely the ones with the most negative ⌬H values and thus are going to be the most sensitive to slight temperature variations.
Metal Complexes that Add One Acetonitrile
Considering that the DIEN unit is the same in all complexes, the presence of different functionalities in the ligands is responsible for the observed results. Close examination of the values in Tables 4 and 5 show that the reaction depends on the types of heteroatoms in the coordination sphere of the complex. The trends observed in the reaction efficiencies and equilibrium constants are identical for a given metal with a couple exceptions. The trends for the complexes of Cu(II) show decreasing reaction efficiencies and equilibrium constants in the following order: DIEN-(thioether) 2 Ͼ DIEN-(THF)(thioether) ϾϾ 
a These values were obtained by fitting eq 5 to the experimental data. b The k ADO values were calculated using the Average Dipole Orientation theory. 2 10 Ϯ 2 7 Ϯ 2 DIEN-(thioether)(pyr) 4.7 Ϯ 0.3 1.1 Ϯ 0.4 DIEN-(pyr) 2 3 Ϯ 1 0.9 Ϯ 0.2 DIEN-(imi) 2 1.
The equilibrium constants were determined from the following eq: K ϭ k 1 /k 2 ; where k 1 and k 2 are found by fitting the experimental data to eq 5.
DIEN-(THF
There are only two differences between the trends for reaction efficiencies and equilibrium constants for the Cu(II) complexes. The first difference is the interchange in the trend for the DIEN-(THF)(imi) and DIEN-(THF)(pyr) complexes. The reaction efficiency for the DIEN-(THF)(pyr) complex is slightly higher than in the DIEN-(THF)(imi) complex, but the equilibrium constant for the reaction of this complex is slightly lower than DIEN-(THF)(imi). The differences, however, are fairly small and are within the experimental error, and thus they are seemingly insignificant. The second difference is the interchange in trend for the DIEN-(THF␦)-(thioether) and DIEN-(THF) 2 complexes. The reaction efficiency for the DIEN-(THF) 2 complex is slightly higher than the value for the DIEN-(THF)(thioether) complex, whereas the DIEN-(THF)(thioether) complex has a slightly higher equilibrium constant. Again, these differences are very small and are in fact within the experimental error of the measurement. For the Co(II) complexes the trend is essentially the following:
One minor difference in trends of reaction efficiencies and equilibrium constants for Co(II) complexes is the flipping in positions of the DIEN-(pyr) 2 and DIEN-(pyr)(thioether) complexes, but the large relative standard deviation associated with the DIEN-(pyr) 2 complex suggests that these complexes may actually have similar reactivity. The most significant difference in the trends for reaction efficiencies and equilibrium constants for the Co(II) complexes is the relatively low equilibrium constant (or relatively high reaction efficiency, depending on the perspective) of the DIEN-(thioether) 2 complex. To offer an explanation for this difference, a brief description as to what these values represent seems warranted.
The equilibrium constant is directly related to ⌬G of the reaction, and thus it is a thermochemical parameter that relates the binding strength (⌬H) of acetonitrile to the complex. The reaction efficiency, which is a normalized value of k 1 that corrects for the slight differences in the collision rate constants for each complex, reflects both kinetic and thermochemical information. The reaction efficiency [or association rate constant (k 1 ), as seen in Eq. 3] is affected by both the formation (k a ) and dissociation (k b ) kinetics of the excited intermediate. The formation rate constant (k a ) will likely be affected by sterics, while k b will be determined by the bond strength of acetonitrile to the metal complex as well as the number and energy spacing of the vibrational modes in the long-lived intermediate. Consequently, there should be a correlation between the equilibrium constants and reaction efficiencies because both reflect the binding strength of acetonitrile, but the reaction efficiencies should contain additional information about sterics.
Considering the slight differences between the meaning of the two values, an explanation can be offered for the anomaly in the trends of the reaction efficiencies and equilibrium constants caused by the Co[DIEN-(thioether) 2 ] 2ϩ . If we use the equilibrium constant as our frame of reference, the relatively high reaction efficiency can be explained by considering two factors. First, because of the large size of S relative to O or N, the Co™S bonds are going to be longer than the analogous Co™O and Co™N bonds, and thus the functionality adjacent to the sulfur (i.e., CH 2 groups) will be further from the metal as well. This fact might allow the acetonitrile to approach Co with less steric interference, thus increasing its reaction efficiency by increasing k a . 2ϩ may have reaction efficiencies that are actually lower than expected due to the steric interference of the pyridine and imidazole rings. In these complexes the rings may hinder the approach of acetonitrile to a greater extent than the thioether functionality causing them to have lower reaction rates despite ultimately binding more strongly to acetonitrile (i.e. have higher equilibrium constants).
A possible weakness in this argument is that the same behavior would be expected of the Cu[DIEN-(thioether) 2 ] 2ϩ complex, but it is not observed. A possible explanation for the absence of this effect in the Cu(II) complexes involves the probable coordination number of the Cu(II) complexes as compared to the Co(II) complexes. Previous gas-phase studies show that 5-coordinate Cu(II) complexes are generally unreactive because of the well known Jahn-Teller effects that make the addition of a sixth donor group difficult [54, 56] . Because the Cu(II) complexes in the current study do react with acetonitrile, they are likely 4-coordinate. Recent solution studies seem to provide additional confirmation of this possibility as Cu[DIEN-(pyr) 2 ] was found to exist to a significant degree as a 4-coordinate species in solution [80] . The binding of the ligands to Cu(II) then provides less steric interference in general for all the Cu(II) complexes, thus making acetonitrile addition less susceptible to steric constraints than in the 5-coordinate Co(II) complexes.
In general the trends in Tables 4 and 5 show that the more nitrogens the complexes have in their coordination spheres the lower the equilibrium constants are. Within the group of nitrogen-containing ligands, complexes with imidazole groups are less reactive than ligands with pyridine groups. This result likely is due to the better -bonding of imidazole as reflected by its higher dipole moment relative to pyridine (3.8 D versus 2.215 D). Furthermore, we notice that the more oxygen or sulfur functional groups present the more reactive the complexes, with oxygen-containing complexes being slightly more reactive than sulfur-containing complexes. This trend presumably reflects the greater extent of orbital overlap that nitrogen functional groups gen-erally have with first-row divalent transition metals when compared to oxygen or sulfur donors. The effects of the donor groups on the equilibrium constants also seem to be somewhat additive. For example, the equilibrium constants for the DIEN-(THF)(imi) complexes fall in between the values for the DIEN-(THF) 2 and DIEN-(imi) 2 complexes. Similarly, the DIEN-(THF)(pyr) complexes have equilibrium constants between the values of DIEN-(THF) 2 and DIEN-(pyr) 2 complexes. This additive effect is entirely consistent with solution data that shows both stability constants and ligand field stabilization energies generally are subject to similar additive/subtractive effects as the type of donating groups are changed [81] . The most significant exception to these trends are for complexes that contain one thioether group and four nitrogen binding groups. The equilibrium constants for these complexes seem to be lower than would be expected based upon the idea of additive effects of the donor groups. The most extreme case involves the Co[DIEN-(thioether)(imi)] 2ϩ complex which has the lowest equilibrium constant of all the Co(II) complexes.
The relatively low equilibrium constants for complexes with one thioether group and one imidazole or pyridine group are indicative of greater overlap of the ligand with the metal such that the acetonitrile binding strength is reduced. A possible explanation for the behavior of the complexes with a single thioether group can be offered by considering the hard and soft acid and base (HSAB) principle that has been put forth by Pearson [82] . This principle states that hard acids (metals) prefer interactions with hard bases (donor atoms) and soft acids prefer interactions with soft bases. The hard and soft descriptors are related to the polarizability of the metal or donor group and describe the predominant nature of the interaction. Hard acids and hard bases are not very polarizable and are more likely to interact electrostatically than soft acids and soft bases, which are more polarizable and have more covalent nature to their interactions. According to this principle first-row divalent transition metals such as Co(II) and Cu(II) are borderline acids and thus prefer borderline bases, of which pyridine and imidazole are good examples. THF is classified as a hard base, and thioethers are classified generally as soft bases. As a result borderline acids such as Co(II) and Cu(II) have stronger interactions with nitrogen-containing bases such as imidazole and pyridine than either with hard (e.g., THF) or soft (e.g., thioether) bases.
Our data is consistent with the HSAB picture since the ligands with imidazole and pyridine functional groups are generally less reactive than the sulfur-and oxygen-containing analogs. The apparent exceptions are when one thioether functional group is mixed with a pyridine and/or imidazole groups. A possible explanation for this exception can be given by considering the nature of the electron density around the metal when bound to a pentadentate ligand containing an imidazole or pyridine. Because pyridine and imidazole provide good overlap for the metal, they are able to considerably decrease the electron deficiency of the metal. In doing so the polarizability of the metal center is increased because of the now greater electron density around it. The metal effectively is made softer in an HSAB sense, allowing interactions with the single thioether to be stronger. In contrast, the softening of the metal does not increase the preference for THF, which is a hard base. Consequently, the complexes with a single THF group and imidazole and/or pyridine groups are still fairly reactive but less reactive than DIEN-(THF) 2 complexes because of the presence of at least one good nitrogen donor. The relatively high reactivity of the DIEN-(thioether) 2 complexes can be explained by considering that the amine groups along the main chain of the ligand are not as effective as pyridine or imidazole in increasing the polarizability or "softness" of the metals. Amine groups are generally considered to be poorer donor groups than pyridine or imidazole for first-row divalent transition metals. Similarly, the hard THF group in the DIEN-(THF)(thioether) complexes is unable to soften the metals, and thus the reactivity of these complexes is as expected based on additive effects.
The idea of a metal center behaving harder or softer depending on the ligands around it is a concept that is known to occur in solution and has been particularly noted to occur as a result of steric interactions [81] . In addition, it is well known that the hardness of the metal center in M (N-N) 2ϩ complexes, where (N-N) is a diimine ligand such as 2,2'-bipyridine or 1,10-phenanthroline and M is a first-row transition metal, changes relative to the aqueous metal complex [83] [84] [85] . The increased hardness of the metal center in these diimine complexes has been explained by considering the removal of electron density from the metal by the large -acceptor capacity of the diimine ligands. In our experiments, we observe the exact opposite trend such that the metal is made softer by the strong electron donating capacity of the good -donors, imidazole and pyridine. Imidazole and pyridine, of course, have a small degree of -acceptor capacity, but in our case this capacity does not seem to be great enough to accept electron density back from the metal. Systematic studies are currently underway to further understand and confirm the apparent tuning of metal softness as particular ligands are placed in the coordination sphere.
Another point of interest is the greater relative reactivity (i.e., higher equilibrium constant) of Cu-[DIEN-(thioether) 2 ] 2ϩ when compared to Co[DIEN-(thioether) 2 ] 2ϩ . The slightly larger ionic radius of Co(II) in pentadentate complexes may make it more easily polarized than Cu, thus allowing stronger interactions with the thioether groups. This effect would even be more pronounced if the Cu(II) complex is considered to be a 4-coordinate species, as is suspected based on considerations mentioned above. The ionic radii of 4-coordinate Cu(II) complexes are usually found to be around 0.57 Å in crystal structures, while the ionic radii of Co(II) in 5-coordinate complexes are typically around 0.67 Å in crystal structures [86] . The ionic radii of the metals in our gas-phase complexes are probably not exactly the same as they would be in the solid phase, but the trend should be the same.
Conclusions
Previous I-M reactions of doubly-charged metal complexes of first-row transition metals demonstrated that reactions with certain neutrals allowed the coordination number to be ascertained [54, 56] . The previous studies, however, were essentially limited to ligands that only had nitrogen donor groups. The present work not only shows that acetonitrile can be used as a titrant to determine coordination number but also shows that the coordination numbers of complexes with donor groups other than nitrogens can be effectively determined using I-M reactions. The main stipulation to this observation is that the ligand must have donor groups that bind strongly to the metal (i.e., strong interactions). In the reactions of metal complexes that contain weakly binding functional groups such as thiophene, furan, or benzene, acetonitrile seems to displace these weakly bound groups, making an unambiguous determination of coordination number difficult.
The reactions of acetonitrile with a series of Co(II) and Cu(II) complexes having varied coordination spheres also clearly demonstrate that the donor atoms in the coordination sphere can dramatically affect reactivity. The results generally show that the more nitrogen donor atoms in the coordination sphere the less reactive the complex is, and the more sulfur and oxygen donor atoms present the more reactive the complex is. The equilibrium constant for the addition of one acetonitrile is one of the means of gauging these reactivity differences. A lower equilibrium constant is indicative of weaker acetonitrile binding, which in turn is a measure of how much electron density is donated to the metal center by the ligand sphere. According to the HSAB principle, borderline acids like Co(II) and Cu(II) prefer borderline bases such as pyridine and imidazole groups over either hard bases like THF or soft bases like thioethers. The preference for nitrogen donor groups allows more extensive donation of electron density to Co(II) and Cu(II), thus explaining the reduced reactivity of the complexes with more nitrogen donors.
The presence of strong donating groups such as pyridine and imidazole seems to also have another noticeable effect on the reactivity of certain complexes. In complexes that contain a pyridine or imidazole group and a thioether group, the resultant complex reactivity is lower than expected. This result suggests that the strong nitrogen donor group provides enough electron density to increase the polarizability of the metal center, thus making the metal a softer acid. Consequently, the binding of the soft base thioether is enhanced, reducing the overall reactivity of the complex. Current studies are underway to assess the generality of this effect.
Finally, because our data indicates that different coordination spheres can dramatically impact the reactivity of their metal complexes, I-M reactions may provide a means of gathering coordination structure information in an analytically useful manner. Both Tables 4 and 5 show that the reaction rate constants and the equilibrium constants are significantly different for most of the metal-ligand complexes. With very defined and controlled conditions the extent of reagent gas addition after a given reaction time could be used to identify the functional groups involved in coordination. Such identification would require construction of a database of reaction rate constants or equilibrium constants for complexes with different coordination spheres. It would also require a better understanding of the factors affecting the gas-phase reactivity of metal complexes in general. Work toward these goals is underway in our laboratory. Successful development of a technique based on mass spectrometry that could provide coordination structure information would be useful for metal complexes that are present at low levels or as mixtures in environmental and biological systems.
